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Using Behavioural Reflection for

Context-Oriented Behaviour Composition
....Context-Oriented Programming (COP) would not be of much use if it did not provide a
means to compose the behaviour of one or more adaptations with the original behaviour.
In this session we extend the COP framework developed during the two previous sessions
to include a minimal composition mechanism that allows an adapted method to invoke the
original (unadapted) method. This allows to define adapted behaviour as an augmentation of
the original behaviour, instead of just completely overriding it. The implementation of this
extension uses basic behavioural reflection.

Guiding Scenario (continued)

One simple addition to last session’s scenario suffices to guide the activities of this session:

Observing that the functionality introduced so far does not live up to user expec-
tations yet, ACME has decided to introduce the following additional extension to
their line of cellphones:
• The Screening™ extension shows the user a richer description of incoming calls,

beyond merely announcing the call with the usual ringtone, vibrator or call
waiting signal. The enriched description includes (if available) the caller’s name,
picture and current geographical location.

The proposed scenario extension is available in the R+COP-Lab6 Monticello package.

Composition With Original Behaviour

In the code of the scenario, have a look at the following method of ScreeningPhone:
advertiseWithScreening: aPhoneCall

^ thisContext proceed, ’ with screening’.

What makes this method different from the extension methods explored previously, is that
it uses a new thisContext proceed construct. When used within an adapted method, the
effect of this construct is to invoke the original method —in this case, the usual ringtone
call advertisement. The string ’with screening’ is then appended to simulate the behaviour
proposed in the scenario.

To see the screening adaptation in action, consider the following example. First, we create
a screening context, and specify how it adapts the advertise: method of Phone:
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screeningContext := Context named: ’screening’.
adaptedMethod := ScreeningPhone lookupSelector: #advertiseWithScreening:.
screeningContext

adaptClass: Phone
selector: #advertise:
implementation: adaptedMethod.

With this setup, the behaviour of the system should be as follows:
phone := Phone new.
call := PhoneCall from: ’Alice’.
phone advertise: call. → ’ringtone’
screeningContext activate.
phone advertise: call. → ’ringtone with screening’
screeningContext deactivate.
phone advertise: call. → ’ringtone’

The net effect is that the default ringtone is decorated with screening elements when screen-
ingContext is active. The behaviour of #advertise: defined for screening context is composed
with the original behaviour of #advertise:. Contrast this to the previous session, in which
behaviour could not be defined as an increment in terms of original behaviour.

Your main task for this practical session is to implement the proceed mechanism. To test
your implementation, the previous example is available as a unit test in COPCompositionTest,
included in the R+COP-Lab6-Tests category. The following exercises are meant as a guide, but
you are free to choose other implementation strategies.

1. In Smalltalk, thisContext is a pseudo-variable containing a reification of the current activation
record (i.e. the current call stack frame). Find out the class of thisContext, and add proceed
as an instance method of this class.

2. The reification of the current activation record given by thisContext makes it possible to
retrieve the method that invoked proceed —that is, the method that owns the activation
record referenced by thisContext. As first step in the implementation of proceed, write the
necessary code to obtain a reference to this method, which we call the “current method”. In
the scenario, the result should be the advertiseWithScreening: compiled method.

3. Obtain a reference to the original method that needs to be invoked. For this you need to know
the correct class and selector. Write the necessary code to retrieve the class and selector that
the current method adapts. Note that the selector is not the one associated to the current
method (i.e. advertiseWithScreening:). Rather, you need to find the original method selector
(i.e. advertise:).
Tip: To store the original selector, or any other needed piece of information, an easy solution
is to use method properties. Method properties are key-value associations that can be held in
any CompiledMethod. They can be accessed by sending the properties message to the method.
Using properties, you can associate to an adapted method any information that you need to
retrieve when executing proceed. Browse the class of the properties object to see the protocol
it supports.
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4. Add the necessary code so that the adaptation information needed in exercise 3 is stored as
properties in the adapted method. The right point to add this code depends on your particular
implementation.

5. When thisContext proceed is used within a method that is not an adaptation of any other
method, an error should be signaled, because there is no original behaviour that can be invoked.
Add defensive code to check for this case in your implementation of proceed.
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